OCDMA allows multiple users to share a common optical channel simultaneously and asynchronously, and thus has many advantages, such as great system capacity, efficient bandwidth utilization, asynchronous access, secure communication, and so on.
optical fiber systems with the characteristics of spread spectrum multiplexing techniques. It allows multiple users to share a common optical channel simultaneously and asynchronously, and thus OCDMA is one class of system that has the advantages of being able to provide each user asynchronous access to the network, without strict wavelength controls, and provide a graceful degradation in performance as the number of users increases, besides its great system capacity and high communication security.
Because bandwidth is a scarce resource, spectral efficiency is an important performance measure in wireless communication systems. On the contrary, bandwidth is abundant in the optical domain. While the main motivation for using O-CDMA is not its efficiency of bandwidth utilization-the focus is rather on creating a low-cost, decentralized and simple high-speed multiple-access environment-spectral efficiency can nevertheless be one of a number of important measures considered in system design and performance. In an OCDMA network, spectral efficiency impacts the per-user communication rate, the number of users allowed on the network, and correspondingly the per-user cost of the system. This paper attempts to analyze the spectral efficiency of incoherent OCDMA systems, emphatically discuss several kinds of codes compare and evaluate their performances.
II. INCOHERENT OCDMA SYSTEMS AND CODE DESCRIPTION
In general, OCDMA systems can be divided into incoherent and coherent systems. Considering the most rigorous development utilizing readily available components and direct detection, the simplest implementation operates in the incoherent regime. On the other hand, if coherent schemes are operated, the phase information of the carrier is crucial in the dispreading, and consequently due to the nature of optical fiber transmission and its phase noise limitations, the complexity of the receiver makes the approach more difficult to realize.
In view of the nonnegativity constraint of the incoherent optical channel, conventional bipolar and related codes developed for the electrical domain cannot be directly applied. In other words, incoherent OCDMA is usually confined to the unipolar regime, because the optical domain is positive in nature; pulse subtraction cannot be realized in a straightforward manner. Additionally, zeroes do not carry energy. Therefore incoherent OCDMA may employ unipolar codes by the nature of the available codes.
In this paper, we describe codes with five terms: Temporal Length L t , Wavelength Channels N w , Weight W, Cardinality C and Spectral Efficiency , viz. Code(L t, N w , W, C, ).
III. SHANNON'S CAPACITY AND SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY
As is known, Shannon's bound on capacity of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel applies in the limit where coding and modulation of arbitrary complexity is used. For any communication system, the theoretically achieved channel capacity operating in an AWGN environment and utilizing any multiple access techniques is the same, since it does not matter whether the available signal space (time, wavelength channel and bandwidth) is divided into frequencies, time slots, or codes. In contrast to that, in a practically optical fiber environment, physical channels and code scheme exhibit temporal length, weight, wavelength channels and cardinality characteristics that result in different channel rate and system capacity. Thus, the spectral efficiency depends on the different OCDMA code schemes of the channel.
We define the spectral efficiency of an OCDMA system as the data rate per unit channel bandwidth for a specified average transmitted power and fixed bit error rate (BER) value, i.e.
= Aggregate Information Rate/Total Spectral Bandwidth
Where N su is the number of simultaneous users in the system, R B is the bit rate per user, f ch is the bandwidth of each wavelength channel, and N w is the number of wavelength channels used.
In OCDMA systems, N su is approximately equivalent to the cardinality C of codes and L t = f ch /R B when a practical optical pulse is considered, L t is the temporal length employed. Then, we rearrange eq. (1):
According to this expression, we can get that the spectral efficiency is directly proportional to the cardinality C, and it is correspondingly inversely proportional to the product of N w and L t .
IV. DIFFERENT OCDMA CODE SCHEMES AND THEIR SPECTRAL EFFICIENCIES i. Optical Orthogonal Codes (OOC)
Regard to their excellent correlation properties, Optical Orthogonal Codes(OOC) feature the ultimate characteristics of codes for use in the unipolar optical domain. But in general, there are very few codes in the family of OOC codes. Larger cardinality can be achieved by either increasing the length of the codes or decreasing the number of ones(Hamming weight).
ii. Prime Codes
Prime codes have been the focus of research in new codes for asynchronous sharing of a fiber-optic medium in many spreading incoherent OCDMA developments. Similar to the approaches used in frequency hopping applications in the electronic domain, the code algorithm relies on a block design where a code consists of many blocks each containing a single pulse. For any prime number p a code comprises p blocks of length p, the position of a pulse within the block 
iii. Extended Quadratic Congruence Codes (EQC)
Given the code comprises many blocks, the quadratic congruence operator can be employed to position a single pulse within that block. Increasing the block length, extended quadratic congruence codes (EQC) are developed featuring crosscorrelation of at most 2 and autocorrelation sidelobes of most 1.
Putting L t = p(2p-1), N w =1 and C= p-1,
then =C/N w L t =(p-1)/p(2p-1).(5)
iv. Modpr Codes
Modpr codes are generated by modify the prime codes. Though an n stage ladder network can only generate codes of weight 2 n with a symmetric distribution of ones, replacing entire blocks with zeroes, thereby breaking the symmetry whilst maintaining the correlation properties of the original codes, the original prime codes are modified.
v. BMCOOC Codes BMCOOC codes are developed for ladder networks having crosscorrelation of at most 1 by using the block multiplexing approach based on Modpr codes. The codes have similar cardinality as the OOC codes.
vi.
2-D Prime-hop
In order to circumvent the limitations of these classical time spread sequences, Two-dimensional (2-D) incoherent codes, spread along both the temporal and either the wavelength-channel or spatial axes, have received particular attention. To a time-spreading/wavelength-hopping scheme, every pulse(one) in the time spread pattern is transmitted at a different wavelength. Assuming a time spread pattern with N t codes and wavelength hoping pattern giving N h different sequences, the total number of codes in the family is N t N h , a large increase over existing codes. As a typical example, prime-hop scheme is explained in the following chapter.
Using the prime algorithm for the hopping and spreading patterns yields a family of codes designated as prime-hop.
The number of hopping pattern is p-1 (the first hopping pattern is discarded as trivial), the number of spreading patterns is p, giving p(p-1) distinctive codes of length p
2
. In addition to the basic structure of the symmetric codes, the asymmetric design makes use of different prime numbers for spreading and hopping pattern i.e. p s and p h .
.
Besides, there are many other codes being researched in incoherent OCDMA systems, such as EQC/Prime, SPR prime code, MPR prime code and so on.
V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AND EVALUATION
Using (3) and (7), we plot in Fig.1 the spectral efficiency against the weight W used in the OOC and BMCOOC systems for a fixed L t (=961) and N w (=1). Within each curve, we fix the cardinality C of codes and vary the weight W. As the weight W is increased, Fig.1 shows that the spectral efficiency nearly exponentially decreases to a very low level.
Additionally, the spectral efficiency of BMCOOC systems is higher than that of OOC systems all along. (4), (5), (6) and (8) we plot against W used in the Prime Code, Prime-hop Modpr and EQC systems for a fixed N w in Fig.2 . The same phenomenon appears when we change the weight W like we do it previous in Fig.1 . And in this case, the spectral efficiency of Prime Code is the highest, and that of Prime-hop takes second place,
Modpr following, and that of EQC is the lowest. In addition, the spectral efficiencies in Fig.2 are generally superior to those in Fig.1 As is shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 and as is listed in Table 1 , the spectral efficiencies of all such OCDMA systems remain very low as a whole. To a certain extent, low efficiencies militate against practical deployment of OCDMA systems in spite of their tremendous appeals. At the same time, these disappointing results have often been attributed to the unipolar(positive) nature of the optical channel. In incoherent all-optical systems, the correlation procedure incorporates non-coherent direct detection based on the power summation of optical pulses. When power, rather than a bipolar quantity such as amplitude, represents the signal, true code orthogonality, as traditionally defined, is not achievable. Therefore, research effort to improve the spectral efficiency of incoherent OCDMA systems should further be focused on the realization of pseudo-orthogonal codes and the growth of code cardinality. Furthermore, some other measures (such as Error Control Codes (ECC), optimum threshold detection asymmetric power assignment, and so on)
can be taken to achieve an increase in spectral efficiency of incoherent OCDMA systems.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce the incoherent OCDMA systems, discuss several kinds of code schemes and analyze their expressions of spectral efficiency. The comparisons and analyses of their spectral efficiencies are given in the end.
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